Multiview Latent Space Learning With Feature Redundancy Minimization.
Multiview learning has received extensive research interest and has demonstrated promising results in recent years. Despite the progress made, there are two significant challenges within multiview learning. First, some of the existing methods directly use original features to reconstruct data points without considering the issue of feature redundancy. Second, existing methods cannot fully exploit the complementary information across multiple views and meanwhile preserve the view-specific properties; therefore, the degraded learning performance will be generated. To address the above issues, we propose a novel multiview latent space learning framework with feature redundancy minimization. We aim to learn a latent space to mitigate the feature redundancy and use the learned representation to reconstruct every original data point. More specifically, we first project the original features from multiple views onto a latent space, and then learn a shared dictionary and view-specific dictionaries to, respectively, exploit the correlations across multiple views as well as preserve the view-specific properties. Furthermore, the Hilbert-Schmidt independence criterion is adopted as a diversity constraint to explore the complementarity of multiview representations, which further ensures the diversity from multiple views and preserves the local structure of the data in each view. Experimental results on six public datasets have demonstrated the effectiveness of our multiview learning approach against other state-of-the-art methods.